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the Purkinjean vesicle' being much smaller (P1 0, fig. Oh) than those nearer the

centre of the egg (fig. 6a); and between these two extremes a gradual increase

in bulk from the former to the latter is readily traced. This feature holds good

throughout the succeeding phases of the ovarian egg, even to its full develop..
ment (P1 9, 11g. lid-hg).3 About this time, also, there appears a whitening of

that aide of the egg where the Purkinjoan vesicle is situated. This whiteness

increases in intensity and breadth as the egg enlarges, till in a full-grown ovum

it occupies a considerable area. This differentiation of color from the surrounding
and gradually deepening yellow is owing to the increasing preponderance of albu

mino-oleaginous clear cells (PL 9, fig. 5c, 6, lie) around the Purkinjean vesicle,

intermixed with the usually larger mesoblasted ones. Again, as the egg comes

to maturity, the yolk cells increase to an enormous size, (P1. 9, fig. ]]g, lii,)

their single yellow mesoblasts nearly fill them, and the waxy entoblasts gorge the

mesoblusts. Thus, by the decrease of the clear space, and the filling up of the

same by the darker and yellow mesoblast.q and entoblasts, the whole egg gradu

ally receives a deeper and more orange-colored hue, excepting, as we have said

above, where the space around the Purkinjean vesicle is whitened by the greater

predominance of cells with homogeneous contents and a white reflection.

At this time, too, the Purkinjean vesicle has lost its Wagnerian vesicles, and

presents pretty uniform homogeneous contents, (P1. 9, fig. Oc, lOc, lib,) of a highly
albuminous nature, so clear and dark as to give the surface of the egg the appear
ance of having a hole in it (P1. 9, fig. 4-10; P1. 9a, fig. 16, 18, 32, 32a). There

is never, not even when the egg is matured, the least trace of a separation of a

portion of the yolk around the Purkiujean vesicle, to Ibrin what is called, in

the Bird's egg, the "cicatricula"; on the contrary, as we approach this region,

1
According to Meelcel von Uemsbach, Leuckart,

Tltompsoti, and others, the region in the vicinity of the
Purkinjean vesiclo of the Bird's egg is quite deficient
in the "corpuscles" characteristic of the yellow yolk;
the space thereabout and the canal lending to the cen
tre of the yolk mass being occupied by bodies quite
ditTerent from those exterior to them in the mass of
vitelline substance. Yet, from the description of these
nullwrs, it would appear dial 11w g'uetn' colinietion of
these hiodies had not wholly escaped them; but lhitt
they have lnil too much stress upon the extrciiic of
a grntlinted modification, which is very similar to that
which ub(ain in the egg of Tttiidjii,itii.

See the sleseripiiomi oh these cells, p. 17.1.
' The clusters of cells on the periphery of the




enlarged Purkinjean vesicle, represented in fig. C

and lib, and marked 6 around fig. 5c, and Lie around

fig. lib, are meant to represent U part of the whit

ened yolk which surrounds these vesicles. rjS the

reader may find some difficulty in tracing these

refer-encesupon the plates, as the cells of the white area

arc represented on the edge of time figures rctrrcd tO

which is their true posithum, a few inure renimirks RN

needed. lit fig. 5e, the letter 1, which t1c.signilites these

cells, may be seen on the margin of a cluster border

lug on time lull upper side of the I'iirkinjcnus vesiclO

which they surround. In the sumo miLliner tire
cells represented in fig. lie, * liurdering time I'nrkin-

jean vesicle of fig. ill,, which they surround in time 'into

mnnuuer ni the smaller cc-hl of the preceding figure.
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